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Discover the ghosts of former ski areas that made the White Mountains the destination it is
today.The White Mountains of New Hampshire are world-renowned for the array of skiing
opportunities offered to every skier, from beginner to gold-medal Olympian. Today over a dozen
resorts entice tourists and locals each year with their well-manicured trails, high-speed lifts and
slope-side lodging. But scattered throughout this region are long-forgotten ski areas that can still
be found. In the White Mountains alone, 60 ski areas have closed since the 1930s. Author
Jeremy Davis has compiled rare photographs, maps and personal memories to ensure these
beloved ski outposts that have been cherished by generations of skiers are given recognition for
transforming the White Mountains into a premier ski destination.

About the AuthorJeremy Davis grew up in Chelmsford, Massachusetts, and learned to ski at
Nashoba Valley. In the 1990s, he skied frequently in southern Vermont and began to explore the
lost ski areas in that region. He founded the New England Lost Ski Areas Project
(www.nelsap.org) in 1998 and graduated from Lyndon State College in Lyndonville, Vermont, in
2000 with a degree in meteorology. He has served on the board of directors of the New England
Ski Museum since 2000 and is employed as a senior meteorologist at Weather Routing Inc. He
is also the author of Lost Ski Areas of the White Mountains. Residing in Saratoga Springs, New
York, Davis remains a frequent skier in southern Vermont today. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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This poignant photograph at the former Mittersill Ski Area was taken in 1982, just after the ski
area closed. Despite fairly high annual snowfall and snowmaking, Mittersill Ski Area succumbed
to competition and financial pressures. During the last two decades, some trails were kept clear
by backcountry skiers, and as of early 2008, plans were being developed to reopen the ski area
as a part of next-door Cannon Mountain. Courtesy Dorothy I. Crossley.Published by The History
PressCharleston, SC 29403Copyright © 2008 by Jeremy K. DavisAll rights reservedCover
images courtesy of the New England Ski Museum, Dick Smith and Sandra Schmiedeknecht.All
images are courtesy of the author unless otherwise stated.First published 2008Second printing
2009Third printing 2009Fourth printing 2010Fifth printing 2012e-book edition 2013Manufactured
in the United StatesLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataDavis, Jeremy K.Lost ski
areas of the White Mountains / Jeremy K. Davis.p. cm.1. Skis and skiing--White Mountains (N.H.
and Me.)--Guidebooks. 2. White Mountains (N.H. and Me.)--Guidebooks. I.
Title.GV854.5.W46D38 2008796.9309742’2--dc222008022540Notice: The information in this
book is true and complete to the best of our knowledge. It is offered without guarantee on the
part of the author or The History Press. The author and The History Press disclaim all liability in
connection with the use of this book.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced
or transmitted in any form whatsoever without prior written permission from the publisher except
in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews.ContentsForeword, by
Glenn ParkinsonAcknowledgementsIntroductionLost Ski Areas of the Plymouth RegionLost Ski
Areas of the Northwestern White MountainsLost Ski Areas of the Northern White MountainsLost
Ski Areas of the Eastern Slopes RegionLost Ski Areas of the Conway, Tamworth and West
Ossipee RegionThe SurvivorsConclusionsAbout the AuthorForewordSkiing’s history includes
the facts and figures of its past. Details such as winners of races and lists of ski areas that are no
longer open are examples of the sport’s history. Skiing’s heritage goes deeper than that.
Heritage encompasses the memories and the feelings of the past. Skiing’s heritage is the smell
of the wet wool and the taste of the hot chocolate after a day on the snow.Memories and feelings
are personal—we each have our own. Skiing’s past is colored by our memories. It is fairly easy to
document skiing’s history. Because of the personal nature, it is more difficult to document its
heritage. When people visit the New England Ski Museum, where Jeremy Davis is on the board
of directors, they are always suitably impressed by all the old skis and by the history of the sport.
At some point, they come to a pair of skis and stop. With emotion or wonder, they point at the
skis and say, “I learned how to ski on a pair of skis just like that.” At that point, we have crossed
over from history to heritage. It has become personal. We have touched their memories from
years back.People say that they want us to preserve skiing’s history, but what they really want is
for us to preserve skiing’s heritage, to preserve their heritage. Many people learned to ski at
small, local ski areas in an era when skiing was usually not big business. A local businessman or
farmer would put up a lift or rope tow and parents would often staff the lifts and teach skiing. It



was a community effort. Many of those areas are now closed, lost to today’s skiers.We may have
grown up in different states, but we have shared memories of learning to ski and riding a rope
tow, Poma lift or T-bar, and of skiing under the lights on a school night. Jeremy’s work reminds us
of our youth. By documenting the past of lost ski areas, Jeremy has also documented the sense
of community found at a small, local ski hill. He has documented the pride, the work and the fun
that was found across the North Country in the winter.Preserving the history and the heritage of
skiing is a noble endeavor. The passing of time brings with it many changes, but they are often
more superficial than we may think. Skiing’s soul remains unchanged. A sport is richer for having
its memories. Jeremy reminds us of the joy we felt as kids riding the rope tows and skiing the
boot-packed slopes of our youth.Glenn ParkinsonNew England Ski
MuseumAcknowledgementsThis book would not be possible without the help of many ski
history enthusiasts. Many took time out of their busy schedules to visit lost areas, talk to former
owners/operators, dig up old family photos and more.I must first thank my parents, Ken and
Linda Davis, and my brother, Nathan, for their support over the last fifteen years or more. They
have come along on many expeditions to lost areas, and have always been there for me.The
staff and board at the New England Ski Museum were a tremendous help. Executive Director
Jeff Leich was extremely helpful in acquiring many photos for the book from the museum’s
archives. Linda Bradshaw was instrumental in finding contacts for several lost ski areas, and Kay
Kerr was of great assistance during my research visits. Glenn Parkinson, current board member
and former president of the board, is owed a big debt for his initial research on lost ski areas,
and for being one of the earliest supporters of New England Lost Ski Areas Project. He
graciously wrote the foreword for this book. E. John Allen, also on the board, provided several
images used in the book.Jeremy Clark, Jon Gallup, Neil Brodein, Fred Schaaff, Dan Robertson,
Peter Avedisian, David Metsky, Chris Bradford and Art Donahue all deserve thanks for sending
contemporary photos of these lost ski areas.Nanette Greer Novak, Laurie Puliafico, Sandy
Nichols Ward, Mike Sweeney, Woodward Bousquet, Clair Brown and Paul Hudson from the
Bethlehem Heritage Society, Richard Hollander, the Kancamagus Ski Area, Emily Langford,
Rich Stimpson, Sharon Parent, George Putnam, Sandra Schmiedeknecht, Dale Trecarten, Paul
Getchell, Ken Williams, Carol Stevens, Johnny Edge, the Cook Memorial Library and Warren
Bartlett all contributed vintage imagery that was invaluable.Bill Currier, who inspected and built
ski lifts throughout New Hampshire and New England for many decades, conveyed to me many
little-known stories of these lost areas.Barbara Smith was very generous to allow us to use her
late husband Dick Smith’s excellent vintage photos throughout the book.Professional
photographer Dorothy I. Crossley was very helpful with the history of Mittersill, and allowed us to
use her exceptional photos of that area.Andrea Fitzgerald from the Lisbon Historical Society,
Lucy Wyman from Mount Prospect and Tara Tower from Lincoln-Woodstock Recreation need to
be thanked for their assistance in various areas.Many thanks go to Susan May, who spent many
hours scanning historical Thorn Mountain images and researching lost Jackson ski areas that
were used or detailed in this book.Tom Eastman’s research on lost ski areas in the North



Conway/Jackson region was extremely beneficial. Tom has also been a big supporter of
NELSAP over the years, and his articles on the website have given it much publicity.For
everybody who has contributed to or promoted NELSAP over the last ten years—it is because of
you that the website has grown to where it is today.Finally, to Scott Drake: your enthusiastic
support and patience while I wrote this book are greatly appreciated! You have my eternal
thanks!My apologies for any omissions of those who have assisted.IntroductionSkiing has been
an integral part of tourism in the White Mountains for over eighty years. Countless skiers have
enjoyed the many fine ski areas than have operated in this region. Sadly, due to many factors,
sixty ski areas have now become “lost,” and are no longer operating.A lost ski area is defined as
having some kind of uphill transportation. Any kind of lift applies, from a rope tow, to a chairlift, to
a railroad. While there are numerous abandoned ski trails that were not served by lifts in the
White Mountains, they technically do not meet the definition of a lost ski area. As with all things
in life, there are a few exceptions to this rule. Peckett’s, an open slope that had the first ski school
in the United States, is featured, as is the Nansen Ski Jump, a historical jump in Berlin used for
nearly fifty years.The development of ski areas and ski resorts rapidly took off once the first rope
tow in New England opened in Woodstock, Vermont, in 1934. The following year, New
Hampshire saw its first rope tow open, at the now lost Trevena Farm in Lisbon, New Hampshire.
Four years later, fifty ski areas would be in operation!While some ski areas would cease
operation altogether during World War II, many new areas opened shortly afterward. The
founders of these ski areas were often young men returning from service in the Tenth Mountain
Division during the war. These former soldiers, who had spent time in the Alps, were ready to
begin their careers; with the growing popularity of skiing, they were a natural fit to open ski
areas.During the 1950s and 1960s, the number of resorts in the White Mountains exploded.
Chairlifts and gondolas sprouted up at the larger resorts, while T-bars and Poma lifts opened up
at some of the former rope tow areas. This was skiing’s heyday in the White Mountains, when
countless skiers came from all over to enjoy the many and growing resorts.By the 1970s,
however, numerous factors began to take their toll on many of the smaller ski areas. A series of
gas crises impacted the average family’s ability to make long trips to ski areas. Liability
insurance rates rose for many of the small ski areas due to an increased number of lawsuits.
Volunteerism began to drop at many of the community ski areas. And several poor snow
seasons in the late 1970s and early 1980s made some ski areas impossible to open.One by
one, the smaller areas began to close, slowly at first, and then rapidly by the early 1980s. Even a
few larger ski areas, such as Mittersill and Tyrol, were not immune, closing in the early 1980s.
Finally, by 2008, out of the seventy-one ski areas that once existed in the White Mountains, only
thirteen were left.Will any of these lost areas return? It is known that some ski areas will never
return, such as Thorn Mountain, due to the numerous homes now built on the former slopes.
Others have completely grown in and would require much work to reopen. A few reopenings are
possible, including the rope tow in Lisbon—although operations have been suspended over the
last several years, it is still maintained. Also, there are plans by the State of New Hampshire to



reopen Mittersill over the coming years, and by the time you read this, it may have reopened.For
this book, the White Mountains Region is roughly defined along a line running from Piermont, to
Plymouth, to West Ossipee, to the border with Maine and then northward to the Canadian
border. Our tour of the lost ski areas of the White Mountains begins in the Plymouth Region and
then goes clockwise through northwest and northern New Hampshire, the Eastern Slopes
region and finally ends in West Ossipee.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great book, well written. Great book, well written, lots of cool pictures. I
bought this book for a "coffee table" book at my White Mountains rental condo, home away
listing 4093413. The book described so many ski areas that I never knew existed. Very light and
fun to read.  Highly recommend.”

Rif5150, “Great archive of classic ski areas. A great combination of pictures and statistics of ski
areas in the White Mountains.Memories of when the T-Bar was king - The rope tow was queen -
and chairlifts were wishful thinking.It's always nice to see nostalgic windows to the past and
imagine (or remember) when skiing was simple and all about the fun. Plus it was a time when it
was a lot more affordable too.I was impressed with the book and highly recommend it anyone
that is into ski history.”

JOHN B LABIENIEC, “Great history. Great history”

I like it, “Five Stars. very interesting book”

BVG, “Great book for NH Ski history. Great information for Northern NH history”

Ebook Library User, “Good read. Jeremy Davis is the man!! Good, interesting reading for ski
history buffs. I have read it twice now, and lent it to friends.Visit his website at NELSAP.Org for
more of this kind of thing.Can't wait for his next one.”

William O'Brien, “Excellent book, great information on the history of skiing in New Hampshire.
Excellent book, very informative with lots of pictures from these early ski areas.”

rocket21, “First of its kind - and hopefully not the last!. This is the first ever book I have seen
about defunct alpine ski areas in the Northeast. While other ski history books have touched
upon the issue, The Lost Ski Areas of the White Mountains is the first I have seen that offers rare
photos and descriptions of even the most obscure operations. The only drawback of the book is
that the photos are in black and white - nonetheless, it is certainly a great read and a valued part
of my library!”

The book by Jeremy K. Davis has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 16 people have provided feedback.
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